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On Seeing and Reading the “Nothing”:  
Poetry and Blackness Visualized

Evie Shockley

seem like it’s so hard to let you go      when i got nothing to lose
 —“ode to my blackness”1

i.

What does blackness look like? Take a moment to consider 
how you—or others—might answer this question. Whether 
the images that surface are of afros, or brown skin, or blonde 

extensions, or Prince-after-James-Brown-style fancy footwork, or Anita 
Hill in a Senate confirmation hearing, or red-painted and white-rimmed 
lips within a shining greasepaint mask, or Harry Belafonte’s charisma, 
or children running wild in the streets, or Kendrick Lamar and Nikki 
Minaj videos, or backs bent over cotton crops or ironing boards, or me 
in my conference gear (“Black Lady at the Podium,” Hortense Spillers 
might say), or, for some of you, perhaps, your mama, if the image in-
volves a body racialized as black, there’s “trouble,” according to Nicole 
Fleetwood’s account of visual culture.2 Fleetwood would have us recog-
nize that none of these images or others we might substitute—general 
or specific, “negative” or “positive”—get us out of the “trouble” that 
blackness represents in the Western visual field. Black bodies and rep-
resentations of black bodies, performances of blackness in the Butlerian 
sense and performances of blackness in the Beyoncéan sense: all will 
always register, in the social context of the US and beyond, as differ-
ence, as deviation, as the disturbing apparition of non-normal-ness, as 
a thing that makes a man a spectacle. “Look!” a young white boy said 
to his mother, pointing at Fanon.

Although we cannot avoid the trouble Fleetwood describes by getting 
away from the body entirely (nor should we have to), when we move 
instead in the direction of language—that is, away from embodied per-
formances and figurative representations and toward written text—we 
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simply run into another set of problems. After all, what can we articulate 
about blackness in a colonial language, particularly English, that is not 
encrusted with Europe’s ancient equation of blackness with evil and fear, 
now wedded to the modern era’s demonizing discourses of race?3 How 
can black subjectivity—not the object seen as black, but what black-identified 
people see through the lens of their blackness—be expressed in a language 
developed over the past few centuries precisely to facilitate, legitimate, 
justify, and downplay the commodification and devaluing of the bodies 
who might speak “in the first person” about this perspective?4

Given the challenges that intensify at either end of the image-text 
spectrum,5 artists of African descent have, not surprisingly, explored 
the possibilities for their work along it at a wide array of points. Black 
artists working in various literary, visual, and multimedia genres have 
experimented with ways they can productively activate both looking 
and reading in tandem; they play these modes of engagement off of 
one another and draw energy from their fusion, which enables art-
ists to investigate, ignore, momentarily elude, or attempt to explode 
the constraints that white supremacy places upon the production and 
reception of their works. In my view, some of the most powerful and 
provocative cultural production in this vein is made or received—or 
might be—under the sign of poetry. Given poetry’s unique position as 
an art made with words that is also fundamentally and self-consciously 
concerned with imagery (including appeals to our sense of sight) and 
importantly, in the era of print culture, spatiality (the arrangement of 
the words on the page), this argument should not surprise. Poetry thus 
recommends itself formally for the aesthetic project of rendering black 
subjectivity as image-text—and, perhaps, epistemologically as well, to 
the extent that poetry is almost as impossible to pin down generically 
as blackness is conceptually or experientially.

This essay focuses on contemporary work created by people of Afri-
can descent that is arguably poetry (or is, at least, poetry-adjacent), and 
which in any case demands to be engaged both as text and as image. 
The work falls within a larger category of cultural production that I call 
“black graphics,” a term that points to the fundamental relation between 
pictorial or figurative representations and the written sign systems that 
represent language. “Graphic” comes to us, by way of Latin, from a 
Greek word that meant “drawing or writing”; to this day, of course, the 
English word can refer to either.6 My interest in black graphics is directly 
related to the purchase the term’s hinged, dual significance affords with 
regard to the racial ideology of “colorblindness,” which was invigorated 
in the 1980s by the Reagan administration and has dominated in US 
society from around 1990 until as recently as 2016. To understand why 
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black graphics’ evocation of both drawing and writing—both the visual 
and the verbal—is central to my examination of work generated in this 
period, we have to consider what colorblindness is and how it operates.

“Colorblindness” is a term that refers to the purportedly nonracist 
stance of a person who “does not see color,” but who also does not see 
any of the “subtle, institutional, and apparently nonracial” practices by 
which “contemporary racial inequality is reproduced.”7 To draw upon 
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s lucid and incisive work in Racism without Racists, 
colorblindness is the “racial ideology” attendant to much less overt con-
ditions of white supremacy than those in place in the US from Recon-
struction through the bulk of the twentieth century; it attributes racial 
inequality not to the supposed “biological and moral inferiority” of black 
people, but instead to factors such as “market dynamics, naturally occur-
ring phenomena, and blacks’ imputed cultural limitations.”8 In other 
words, the ideology of colorblindness comprises the “powerful explana-
tions—which have ultimately become justifications—for contemporary 
racial inequality that exculpate [white people] from any responsibility 
for the status of people of color.”9 

This construction of white innocence facilitates the painfully ironic 
inversion by which those who identify and dissect racial inequality are 
deemed “racist.” Legal scholar Ian Haney López ventriloquizes sub-
scribers to the ideology in this way: “colorblindness [understands] . . .  
every use of race as equally without justification. To take cognizance of 
race [framed primarily in terms of skin color], whether to segregate 
or integrate, is ostensibly to treat people differently on the basis of an 
arbitrary characteristic that lacks social relevance and over which indi-
viduals have no control.”10 While critics of colorblindness, like López 
and myself, would agree with its proponents that skin color and other 
racialized phenotypical features such as nose shape or hair texture are 
“arbitrary characteristics” at the level of biology, we would take issue 
with the notion that either these characteristics or the racial categories 
they signify “lack social relevance.” Whether we focus on the country’s 
earlier history of slavery, the black codes, Jim Crow segregation, and 
lynching, or consider such post-Civil Rights phenomena as mass incar-
ceration, renewed voter suppression, and displacement resulting from 
the gentrification of black neighborhoods, we see that black people in 
the US have been targeted and disproportionately impacted by a mul-
tifaceted array of laws, policies, and practices that continue to make 
racial categories highly meaningful. To this day, race serves as a notable 
predictor of everything from educational and employment opportunities 
to freedom and mortality rates.11

While my research concerns the contemporary period, it must be said 
that US colorblindness ideology has a very long history, dating back to 
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Justice John Harlan’s dissent from the 1896 Supreme Court decision in 
Plessy v. Ferguson.12 López also traces the origin of this ideology to Har-
lan’s dissent, but—quoting only the sentence in which the term appears 
(“Our constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates classes 
among citizens”)—he deems Harlan’s position “utopian,” if “aspiration-
al.”13 By contrast, I wish to emphasize that increasing colorblindness by 
no means secures decreasing racism; to the contrary, the passage from 
which this oft-noted sentence is drawn makes clear that colorblindness 
ideology is wholly compatible with white supremacist beliefs about race. 
Harlan writes: “The white race deems itself to be the dominant race in 
this country. And so it is, in prestige, in achievements, in education, in 
wealth, and in power. So, I doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, 
if it remains true to its great heritage, and holds fast to the principles of 
constitutional liberty.”14 The constitution’s purported blindness to the 
existence of a “ruling class of citizens” or a system of “caste,” in Harlan’s 
account, poses no threat to white dominance in practice. Of course, 
colorblindness, as a principle of constitutional law, did not win the day 
in the decision that effectively instituted the “separate, but equal” rule 
of segregation as the law of the land. But nearly a hundred years later 
under the Reagan administration, a racist political agenda revived the 
ideology of colorblindness by cynically tying it to the Civil Rights rhetoric 
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: it effectively undid much of the nascent 
progress the US had made toward racial justice. We are concerned, in 
this essay, with the cultural production of black artists during the pe-
riod set in motion by the Reagan era, when colorblindness dominated 
not only conservative, white supremacist discourses, but—alarmingly—
“mainstream,” even liberal, discourses about race.

Indeed, although colorblindness articulates itself as an issue of ocular 
perception, discourse is the terrain upon which the ideology operates. 
As David Eng, Brandi Catanese, and others have discussed, colorblind-
ness calls for a disavowal of the visibility of racialized bodies (“I don’t 
see race”), while it simultaneously seeks to suppress the articulation of 
racial difference in experience or social outcome (“You’re playing the 
race card”).15 Because the ideology of colorblindness thus swings between 
the visual and the verbal, it sharply magnifies the challenges black artists 
already confront in navigating between the problems of image and the 
problem of language. I submit that the proliferation and diversification 
in the post-Reagan contemporary period of “black graphics,” or works 
that function to make blackness visible by foregrounding text and/as 
image, indicate the heightened stakes of black artistry within a social 
context dominated by colorblindness. By examining how different artists 
have negotiated this context, we stand to enrich our comprehension of 
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contemporary black culture and the innovative modes of resilience de-
manded of—and produced by—those who are determined to represent 
their vision of a world in which black freedom is becoming/possible. 

This essay takes up two such artists: Hank Willis Thomas and Renee 
Gladman, each of whom began developing their artistic practice within 
this period characterized by the dominance of colorblindness ideology. 
In Thomas’s work, we have the output of an artist who is deeply con-
cerned about the ongoing impact of racial discrimination upon black 
people—indeed, who creates startling conceptual art of bold visual 
immediacy, intended to promote awareness and understanding of the 
absurdity and injustice of racism. At the heart of both the absurdity and 
injustice, in his view, is the fact that we—all of us—continue to attribute 
to the construct of “race” a reality it does not have. To what extent is 
this stance informed by the logic of colorblindness, and what might the 
implications of that logic be for his art? Gladman’s abstract, intellectually 
knotty art can also be understood as the product of a creative practice 
intended to explode the limitations placed upon black people. That 
said, one of the challenges her work presents is determining whether, 
when, and how her racial subjectivity informs art that does not often 
invoke “blackness” in the ways our society has encouraged us to expect. 
What do the “colorblind” stand to miss in works that seem to embrace its 
mandate of eschewing racial markers? I hope the juxtaposition of these 
artists’ quite different kinds of work will help me illuminate some of the 
pitfalls and possibilities that attend the effort to create art in a social 
climate that requires black subjectivity’s silence to give colorblindness 
nothing to see here.

ii.

Thomas, an internationally recognized and celebrated artist who cre-
ates in a variety of media, including photography, painting, sculpture, 
and video, describes himself as “a conceptual artist working primarily with 
themes related to perspective, identity, commodity, media, and popular 
culture.”16 A review of his oeuvre reveals an investigation of black man-
hood to be at its center, holding many of the work’s diverse forms and 
subjects in relation. From his iconic photograph of the Nike “Swoosh” 
branded on a black man’s scalp (“Branded Head,” 2003) to his public 
art installation at the National Memorial for Peace and Justice in which 
the heads and “don’t shoot”-lifted arms of a row of male figures emerge 
in bronze out of the top of a solid wall (“Raise Up,” 2018), Willis has cre-
ated numerous works that signify powerfully on the commodification and 
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criminalization of men of African descent. In 2009, Thomas produced 
a series of twenty text paintings (liquitex on canvas), collectively titled 
I Am A Man (Fig. 1). This title refers to both the placards bearing these 
words, carried by protestors in the Sanitation Workers Strike on March 
28, 1968, in Memphis, Tennessee, and the well-known Ernest Withers 
photograph that memorializes the strikers (Fig. 2). When discussing the 
paintings, Thomas emphasizes the impact he felt upon realizing that “just 
eight years before I was born, it was necessary for these people to make 
a collective statement to affirm their humanity.” The matter is further 
complicated for him by the contrast he draws between their “collective 
statement” and the similarly worded, but comparatively “selfish state-
ment” that he had grown up with: “I am the man.”17 

Thomas’s series builds upon these two phrases, accumulating and 
organizing variations upon them that we recognize as references to the 
history and culture of African-descended people in the US across a long 
chronological arc. The first painting in the series (“I AM 3/5 MAN”) 
locates us at the moment of the nation’s founding when the Constitu-
tion’s Three-Fifths Compromise enshrined white supremacy and slavery 
in the very structure of our attempt at democracy. The question of the 
second painting (“AM I A MAN”) recalls the abolitionist catchphrase of 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: “Am I Not a Man and 
a Brother?” At least two more paintings gesture toward the nineteenth 
century: “I BE A MAN,” whose vernacular wording seems to signify (on) 
the origins of Black English in African grammar systems, as well as the 
laws that prohibited teaching literacy to the enslaved; and “AIN’T I A 
WOMAN,” which rehearses the phrase famously (and, we now know, 
apocryphally) attributed to Sojourner Truth. A larger number of the 
paintings—including one that echoes the Salt-N-Pepa cut “Whatta Man” 
(1994) and the two with which Thomas’s idea for the series began—evoke 
relatively recent, twentieth-century referents.

Interestingly, however, Thomas’s last few paintings dispense with the 
language of gendered personhood (predominantly manhood) that 
the original strikers’ placard seemed to insist upon, while also altering 
and intensifying the significance of the verb “to be.” Whereas “I AM A 
MAN,” the text of the series’s third painting, emphasizes a linking verb 
whose weight is shifted grammatically onto the subject’s complement 
(i.e., “MAN”), the repeated text in the penultimate painting, “I AM I 
AM” doubly underscores the completed action of the verb, whose func-
tion now is to assert the subject’s existence or presence.18 This change 
in focus from gendered identities to ungendered be-ing is facilitated by 
Thomas’s formal choice to present us with paintings of text-as-image. 
He offers us paintings of phrases and, moreover, presents them wholly 
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divorced from the figurative, embodied images that have traditionally 
accompanied—or been accompanied by—some of them, such as the 
engraving of the chained African designed as the seal of the British 
Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade (Fig. 3); the photographs 
of Sojourner Truth in her white shawl and cap (Fig. 4); or, of course, 

Fig. 1. Hank Willis Thomas, I Am A Man, 2009, liquitex on canvas, 25 ¼ x 19 ¼ x 2 ¼ inches, 
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, NY, http://www.jackshainman.com/artist-image982.html.

Fig. 2. Ernest Withers, I Am a Man: Sanitation Workers Strike, Memphis, Tennessee, March 28th, 
1968, 1968, gelatin silver print, Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham, AL, https://
artsbma.org/september-2013-spotlight/2006-322-1_01_p01/. 
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Fig. 3. “Am I not a man and a brother?” 1837, black and white film copy negative of de-
tail of man and banner, Library of Congress, Washington, DC, http://loc.gov/pictures/
resource/cph.3a44497/. 

Fig. 4. Unidentified photographer, Gladstone Collection, Prints and Photographs Division, 
Library of Congress, Washington, DC; Reproduction Number: LC-USZC4-6165 (3-11b), 
Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=523790.
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the group of striking workers that Withers’s camera recorded. We infer 
from the allusions that the subject, the “I,” of the paintings is of African 
descent, but what we are given to look at is not the black body. Rather, 
we see black subjectivity figured as a set of discursive moves that invite 
reader/viewer identification with a speaker whose positionality is pro-
gressively destabilized and diffused. 

I use the term “speaker,” as if the series were a poem hanging in frames 
on the wall, because Thomas himself talks about the work in ways that 
suggest precisely this approach. At a launch event for “The Whiteness 
Issue” of Claudia Rankine’s Racial Imaginary Institute website (as on 
at least a few other occasions), Thomas noted that he “likes to, always, 
every time I can get a chance, to read the bottom row like a poem”—
which he proceeded to do: “I AM THE MAN,” “WHO’S THE MAN,” 
“YOU THE MAN,” “WHAT A MAN,” “I AM MAN,” “I AM HUMAN,” 
“I AM MANY,” “I AM AM I,” “I AM I AM,” “I AM. AMEN.”19 Perhaps it 
seems self-evident why this sequence of language suggests itself to him 
as poetry. There are a number of overtly “poetic” devices to be seen and 
heard in it, from repetition to rhythm to wordplay. But those elements 
are found in the top row of the series, too. Yet it is exclusively the bottom 
row that Thomas identifies as being “like a poem.” What is at stake in 
this way of parsing the series?

I would argue that the division Thomas proposes in how to approach 
his series of text paintings is grounded in the interaction between his 
(implicit) understanding of poetry as inherently lyric and his (explicit) 
understanding of race as fundamentally mythical. To begin with the 
latter, Thomas speaks frequently about his position that race is nothing 
more than a myth everyone has bought into. For him, this point of view 
entails not only concurring with the scientific consensus that there is no 
biological basis for racial categories, but declining as well to describe 
race as “real” in the form of a social construction.20 Thomas is adamant, 
however, that racism is real, and asserts that the goal of his art is to reveal, 
counter, and eradicate that force and its effects. His understanding of 
race is significant here because it is indebted to or consistent with the 
ideology of colorblindness, insofar as it leads him to charge everyone with 
responsibility for continuing to invest meaning in racial categories, such 
that he seems to underplay the vital role that power and systemic racism 
play in perpetuating racism and the social meaning of race.21 The goal of 
I Am A Man, like many others of his works, is to deconstruct and finally 
vacate the concept of “blackness,” whether it serves as justification for 
discriminatory treatment or as a marker of collective pride for people 
disempowered in its name, in favor of promoting an investment in our 
common humanity.
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If we understand the series to lead us semantically toward the celebra-
tion of a racially unmarked humanity (i.e., by redirecting the verb “to 
be” from a focus on identity to a focus on existence), Thomas’s aesthetic 
emphasis on visual similarity—between the text-painting series and the 
iconic placards, as well as among the paintings within the series—supports 
this reading. Darby English, writing about Glenn Ligon’s text paintings, 
notes that what “catalyzes” the process of identification in such works is, 
paradoxically, the “depersonalizing” techniques employed in creating 
them—that is, Ligon’s typical practice of using “mass-produced, dispos-
able plastic stencils to apply text to canvas.” English argues, in other 
words, that the resulting “impersonal” or “mechanical” subject “opens 
the structure of the work to investments from outside.”22 Of course, in 
1988, predating his use of this stenciling technique, Ligon famously 
created a painting of the text of the same iconic placard that would 
later inspire Thomas: his Untitled (I Am a Man) (Fig. 5). Ligon’s piece 
retains the scale, dimensions, and starkly contrasting colors of the strik-
ing Memphis sanitation workers’ signs, but reproduces the text—indeed, 
draws and paints it by hand—without fidelity to the size, shape, or spa-
tial arrangement of the original signs’ letters and words.23 By contrast, 
Thomas’s text paintings, with their clean, sharp outlines, appear much 
more “impersonal” than Ligon’s engagement with the placards—more 
impersonal even than Ligon’s stenciled text paintings. It should follow 
that Thomas’s series would make itself readily available to identification 
for the progressively wider range of perspectives it nominally invokes.

But what might facilitate identification with the text as a visual mat-
ter is complicated by and inextricable from a consideration of the text 
discursively and, in this case, lyrically, as Thomas invites us to do. Schol-
ars of the lyric, in the long shadow of New Criticism, have regularly 
asserted that the figure considered to be giving voice to the subjective 
experience or perspective many poems offer—referred to as the “lyric 
speaker” and often conflated with the poet—is best written and best 
interpreted as “universal.”24 However, this notion of the “universal” is 
based on and valorizes a speaker whose racial, gender, class, and sexual 
identities (among others) are “unmarked” (read: not black or brown, 
not woman or gender-fluid, not working class or poor, and not queer). 
The idea is that a properly “universal” speaker invites identification from 
the (“universal”?) reader because the poem’s content does not introduce 
issues of identity as relevant, let alone as contested or celebrated. By 
isolating and characterizing the bottom row of his paintings as a poem 
because of the pleasure he takes from reading it aloud, Thomas implicitly 
equates “poem” with “lyric”—the form of poetry understood by many as 
the expressive utterance of the poet. This move thereby illustrates one 
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of the problems of colorblindness: how its preference for unmarked, 
seemingly indeterminate language can, without explicitly calling for 
or requiring exclusion, nonetheless allow exclusion to “happen.” I am 
arguing, in the first instance, that what disqualifies the top row of the 
series as a “poem” for Thomas may well be his resistance to identifying 
with its speakers, who would be understood, by virtue of the historical 
referents or the language, as enslaved, dehumanized, demasculinized, 
or simply not male. “I AM 3/5 MAN,” “I AM A WOMAN,” even “I AM A 
MAN”: none of these statements come from subject positions with which 
Thomas seems interested in identifying, even provisionally.25 Attention 
to his stakes in a truncated lyric reading of the series thus brings into 
focus those who cannot fully participate in the second row’s triumphal 
(or at least aspirational) celebration of “consciousness” in the existential 
(rather than political) sense—a kind of be-ing somehow unencumbered 
by the raced body.26 The series seems to move away from an investment 

Fig. 5. Glenn Ligon, Untitled (I Am a Man), 1988, oil and enamel on canvas, 40 x 25 
inches, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-
object-page.159784.html.
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in race by simultaneously divesting itself from gender. But Thomas’s 
identification with (only) the phrases of the bottom row reveals that 
while gender “disappears,” it remains present.

As black feminist theorists have long argued, there is too often a 
problematic conflation of black freedom with the achievement of black 
manhood.27 Moreover, this prioritized “manhood” has been circumscribed 
by norms of not only gender but sexuality as well. Here, we might revisit 
Ligon’s Untitled (I Am a Man), which sits quietly (or not) outside the 
periphery of Thomas’s discussions of his I Am A Man series. Ligon’s 
work reimagines the iconic placard from a gay perspective. It thereby 
not only complicates the “MAN”-hood at stake in the historical moment, 
but also helps us see the invisible “MAN” that haunts the final paintings 
in Thomas’s series. It introduces queer sexuality not verbally, but visu-
ally, as English describes:

Ligon’s version, in relation to the original in which the thickly printed slogan 
reaches nearly to the sign’s edge with “am” in boldface and underlined, presents 
the letters as shrunken in size and withdrawn from the edge—a recession we 
might read as . . . . a mediation of the very real social distance separating gay 
men from the all-encompassing common denominator in black cultural politics, 
who is a straight male figure, standing apart from desires and interests that might 
dilute or compromise his representation of the black universal.28 

It is the proximity of this “black universal” to the (racially) unmarked 
“universal” (what Thomas’s “consciousness” gestures toward) that fa-
cilitates the smooth progression of phrases in the series’s second row. 
The discourse of manhood seems to vanish, even as the visual aesthetics 
of his text paintings help hold it in place. Those aesthetics reproduce 
the historical sign with a high degree of visual faithfulness to the size, 
shape, and placement of the lettering, and this fidelity is maintained 
throughout Thomas’s series. Thus, although the text of the final paint-
ings verbally suggests a kind of radical openness to identification from a 
whole spectrum of standpoints, visually speaking they insistently reference 
the “MAN”-hood they have supposedly transcended, in both the echo 
of the placards and the poetic—indeed, lyric—recurrence of the word 
within the ostensibly nongendered terms that displace it: “HUMAN,” 
“MANY,” “AMEN.”

Taken together, this consistent visual callback and the lyricized tele-
ology of the bottom row remind us that, throughout the series, we are 
looking at a black subjectivity that is also Christian, heterosexual, and 
ultimately masculinized—much like that captured by the original With-
ers photo (Fig. 2), which also marginalizes women.29 Because Thomas’s 
I Am A Man signals blackness without visually representing it, it can 
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respond to racism by holding out the promise of a subject position 
grounded in pure, generic “human”-ness—nearing a god-like divinity 
(Jehovah’s “I AM”)—through its anagrammatic arrangements of text, 
while simultaneously holding space for the specific black (masculinist, 
heteronormative) subject whose figure has represented black disen-
franchisement, resistance, and possibility through most of our nation’s 
history. This reading of Thomas’s text painting series helps crystalize 
one of the problems of the ideology of colorblindness: the notion that 
if race is not explicitly mentioned, it is not operating. Instead, we see 
that purportedly race-neutral statements, offered in the social context 
of a long history of race-conscious anti-blackness, inevitably carry and 
interact with that history. Repurposing a line from a Wallace Stevens 
poem freighted with its own racial baggage, we might say that the viewer 
of these text paintings, in which Thomas works to make race disappear, 
may nonetheless “behold / nothing that is not there and the nothing 
that is.”30 We are also reminded by this reading of the importance of 
black feminist thought in understanding racism’s multifaceted impact. 
When and where we fail to challenge ideologies that have enthroned 
white, heterosexual, Christian men as the embodiment of the human, 
black women (and black queer folks, and many more) may fail to enter 
the picture.

iii.

If Thomas’s text paintings put lyric poetry on display, so to speak, 
Gladman’s recent work pushes us to see poetic writing—and gendered 
conceptions of race—in different, spatially complex ways. Gladman, 
too, is a multimodal artist. She has situated herself across a number of 
genres and fields, working at times as a novelist, an essayist, a publisher, 
a visual artist, a philosopher, and, crucially, a poet. Determining when 
she is wearing which of these hats can be a difficult task, in part because 
her creative work—characteristically innovative, highly metaphysical, and 
piercingly emotional all at once—takes similar forms, regardless of the 
generic label under which it is marketed. This kind of formal hybridity 
and intentional genre-blurring is particularly acute and transformative 
in her recent collection of drawings, provocatively titled Prose Architectures 
(2017). As one can see from the representative example on the book’s 
cover (Fig. 6), Gladman’s prose architectures are wholly abstract, com-
posed of neither readable writing nor figurative drawing. They seem to 
present no challenge to the ideology of colorblindness. Why, then, take 
them up under the heading of black graphics? Does Prose Architectures 
make black subjectivity visible—and, if so, how?
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To answer these questions, I find it useful to take a step back and begin 
with a consideration of a book Gladman published the year before Prose 
Architectures was released: her 2016 essay collection Calamities. The short, 
conceptually dense prose works that compose this collection are, formally 
speaking, very much of a piece with her earlier books of prose poetry, 
though they are at some distance—temporally and structurally—from the 
lineated poems of her 2005 book, A Picture-Feeling.31 This is to say that, 
if the work in Calamities is not poetry, it is—like Thomas’s series of text 
paintings, though for different reasons—at least poetry-adjacent. It may 
be helpful to bear in mind this understanding—that verse, per se, is not 
the focal point of poetry in her own writing practice—as we examine a 
“calamity” involving the speaker’s attempt to explain the genre to her 
students during the final moments of class.

With typically understated wit, Gladman writes:

Robert Frost was their contemporary picture of poetry. I didn’t think this would 
help them with Ed Roberson. I was going to try to draw a grid of light, as if one 
were looking down upon it, a grid that extended across an opaque surface, then 

Fig. 6. Renee Gladman, Prose Architectures (Seattle: Wave Books, 2017).
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draw, a good distance below that, a container, inside which were symbols. From 
the lower container, I wanted to draw lines that reached the opaque surface 
then became the actual lines of the grid. I would call those lines emanations. 
Without being essentialist, or perhaps being only momentarily so, I wanted to 
say, Often when reading poetry, it’s the grid you’re experiencing, and the grid 
is not the same thing as that subterranean container, where some meaning 
might lie, the actual story of the poem, rather it’s the shape of the emanations 
refracted through language and feeling (though many contemporary poems 
have no feeling) that you’re reading.32

First of all, note that in order to convey the essence of a literary me-
dium, she turns to drawing. This inclination prefigures an idea she 
will explore in a later part of Calamities, which is largely (one comes to 
understand) an “ars poetica”/meta-commentary on the production of 
Prose Architectures: namely, an idea concerning “the line in art,” which 
one “could use to talk about the line in language, because you’d need to 
know they were the same line. . . . They entered blank space and made a 
problem for the page—what next, where to go—and they were lovely in 
themselves.”33 That is, the “problem” generated by the line for both the 
visual and literary artist, in Gladman’s thinking, is a problem of creative 
and intellectual choices (the precursors of heuristic and hermeneutic 
choices the reader/viewer confronts later). The difficulty these decisions 
present is offset by—or leads to—the line’s visual, conceptual, or visceral 
delightfulness. Poetry, as the literary genre that traffics most heavily and 
purposefully in the idea of “the line,” thus functions as a conceptual 
hinge between writing and drawing for Gladman.

While it highlights the graphic nature of poetry, Gladman’s recourse 
to drawing is not interested in mimesis. Rather than representing how 
poems look on the page, the drawing she wants to make would schema-
tize poetry as a reader’s interface, or “experience,” with the poet’s or 
poem’s “meaning.” The schema would reveal the “distance” between the 
former and the latter, putting the reader on notice that poetry (drawn as 
a “grid of light”) is mediating, rather than constituting, the “meaning” or 
“story” lodged in the “symbols” below it. This initial attempt at articulat-
ing the drawing seems to place the substantiality of the “subterranean 
container” of “meaning” that forms the basis of the poem in contrast 
with the intangibility of the “emanations,” which come up out of the 
container and take visible (if necessarily distorted) shape.

But almost as soon as she records this articulation, she amends it:

The place from which the emanations arose was not intact, it was not a container 
wherein lay meaning. It was a grid itself but of what I could not explain within 
the allotted time. I had to let the class go . . . . How could I send them off to 
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read Roberson’s book without having explained poetry to them. “There is a grid 
above and a grid below,” I said slowly, trying not to uplift my voice into a ques-
tion. Perhaps to read poetry was to read through a sieve. I wanted to incorporate 
the idea of a matrix. “Poetry comes out of nothing,” I said, opening something 
I would never be able to close. . . . “Read the nothing,” I shouted after them as 
they walked out the door.34

This revision takes away from the students (and us) any faint comfort that 
there might be a concrete, reliable “meaning” underlying a poem’s text. 
Gladman replaces her initial reference to a “container” of “symbols” (a 
word that, for some, will have already suggested that mediation is present 
in the subterranean level too) with the image of another grid, whose 
composition she does not manage to name except to call it “nothing.” 

In her revised account there is poet and audience, and between them 
are structures—two grids, “a sieve” and/or “a matrix”—that give shape 
and visibility to something that can only be described as an absent pres-
ence (a thing that is no-thing), until it is “refracted through language 
and feeling.” The poem is thus something a reader can “experience” in 
lieu of the intangible, unnamable thing (also possibly an “experience”) 
the poet is shaping into words. Its doubled, refracted structure signifies 
that the poet’s subterranean act of creation cannot possibly reach the 
surface—i.e., the “poem” accessible to the reader—in anything like the 
same form. Nothing in the passage suggests that this understanding 
of poetry as mediating experience is less applicable to Robert Frost’s 
work than to Ed Roberson’s; however, while one can read Frost’s poems 
without grappling with issues of mediation (as he works to minimize his 
reader’s awareness of them), Gladman’s schema might well be helpful 
for new readers of Roberson, whose poetry (like Gladman’s own writing) 
deliberately confronts the problem of language, both formally and as 
subject matter, again and again.

This passage offers not only a compelling way to spatialize the me-
diation of poetry, but also, in our investigation of “black graphics” and 
the ideology of colorblindness, an effective schema for thinking about 
race. The lower grid, composed of material that is neither as concrete 
as a “container” nor as static as “symbols,” emanates light that forms 
another grid above it. As “readers of race” à la Stuart Hall,35 we can 
see these “emanations”—our world is shaped by them—but the grid 
they emanate from, though invisible beneath the “opaque surface,” is 
itself both as insubstantial and as ordering as the grid we see (claims 
of colorblindness notwithstanding). In this sense, racial categories and 
racial “meaning” can “come out of nothing,” be deeply “refracted” and 
mediated, and yet seem legible in the ways they teach us to think—even 
if there is astonishing ambiguity involved in the difference between what 
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one might “read” in the “grid above” and the experiences emanating 
from the “grid below.” My point here is not to argue that this reading is 
necessarily one Gladman intended, or to insist that race is what Calamities 
is “really” about. But I submit that this reading is available in the text, 
first, in the specific choice of Frost (a white poet) and Roberson as her 
exemplars of “accessible” lyric and experimental aesthetics, respectively; 
and, second, in the wink of the caveat with which she prefaces her dis-
cussion (“Without being essentialist”). Third, we can locate support for 
this reading in her description of trying to stage the conceptual scene 
she was unable to draw, using her own (raced and gendered) body: 
“Someone tall offered [to help her enact the tableau], and as I was 
looking up at his attempt to look down, I realized that there was a flaw 
to my thinking.”36 Thus, in precisely the moment she attends to, and 
calls our attention to, her embodied identity, she reaches a new insight 
about the “meaning” of a poem, which leads directly into her amended 
articulation of the schema. Furthermore, the reading I outline here is 
available in the context of the text, that is, in Gladman’s participation in 
a community of black experimental writers (including Fred Moten, M. 
NourbeSe Philip, C. S. Giscombe, Tisa Bryant, and Samuel Delany, not 
to mention Roberson himself) that collectively holds this concern about 
how language structures a racialized world. She notes in an interview 
for BOMB that “experimentation . . . is an ideal mode of engagement 
for marginalized people.”37 The promise of intellectually and formally 
nondelimited investigation of race—as well as gender, sexuality, and 
class—is part of what stimulates her writing: “‘every sentence is a potential 
problem of time, space, and identity.’”38

David Buuck quotes the foregoing assertion in his article about what 
he calls Gladman’s “city-writing”: the feature of many of her prose works 
(across genres) that makes manifest the phenomenon of “urban living 
‘insinuate[ing] itself in one’s sentences.’”39 He asserts that, in her work, 
the sentence operates as “a mode of articulating subjectivity that is not 
simply a question of self-expression or clarity, but of narrating one’s 
embodied experience of city-living in ways that can mediate our en-
counters with the social and material forces within which we move and 
make meaning.”40 That is, Gladman has found a way to make sentences 
recreate (or, she might say, “translate”) in(to) writing the complex, 
multilayered feeling of moving through the space and populated envi-
ronment of a city.41 In a society in which both the terms “urban” and 
“inner-city” remain functional as coded references to African American 
people and cultures (gentrification and displacement notwithstanding), 
I am comfortable positing that this “city-writing” quality in Gladman’s 
work does not “transcend” racialized subjectivity any more than it can 
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be reduced to racial experience.42 Bearing in mind these connections 
between race, writing (prose and/as poetry), and cityscapes, we are 
ready to investigate one way in which Gladman’s Prose Architectures might 
be carrying out her exploration of subjectivity in relation to the city by 
drawing sentences and paragraphs, so to speak. The black subjectivity 
that informs Calamities, I would argue, becomes visible in the work of 
Prose Architectures, just as Gladman’s poetic structures in the former are 
conceptually akin to the architectural structures that compose the latter.

Published in 2017, just a year after Calamities, Prose Architectures is a 
collection of 107 drawings, nearly all of which are composed in ink or 
ink and colored pencil on paper. The drawings are decisively nonfigura-
tive and take quite a variety of shapes: horizontal and stringy, controlled 
and porous, dense and round, and any number of other configurations 
(Figs. 7, 8, and 9). Readers of Calamities were introduced to these works 
in advance of their publication in book form, as Gladman makes a point 
in the prose volume of repeatedly writing about her drawing until she 
can articulate the two activities as the same process. Later in the same 
passage that includes her meditation on “the line in art” as “the line in 
language” (which I touched upon earlier), Gladman explains: “To write 
was to think; to make lines was to draw; and lines were the essence of 
writing. I made a line, and though it couldn’t be read, the narrative of 
my line began instantly.”43 

In the introduction to Prose Architectures, Gladman continues this 
project of narrating the intellectual journey, creative process, and lived 
experience through which she came to understand writing as draw-
ing and drawing as writing. One part of this arc involved the work of 
producing her third novel, Ana Patova Crosses a Bridge (2013), in which 
Gladman’s long-time practice of “city-writing” took on a new dimension. 
The eponymous narrator of Gladman’s novel writes a series of her own 
novels, in which she [Patova] tries to write-into-being the physical spaces 
configured by relationships between “buildings and bodies”—in other 
words, begins to think architecturally about her prose. As Gladman 
retrospectively describes this move:

She [Patova] turns to architecture to describe the configuration of her friends 
meeting over coffee, her friends writing and surviving a national crisis together. 
. . . Ana Patova attempts to build structures with her lines (something beyond 
paragraphs and chapters), structures that are, somehow, inhabitable. But her 
objective is not solely to write a story about how one inhabits structures of 
thinking (these structures in the context of the book, creating new possibilities 
for community and connection, for the production of art and thought); rather, 
she wants to manifest these structures, for them to come out of the writing and 
into existence.44
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Fig. 7. Gladman, Prose Architectures, 201.

Fig. 8. Gladman, Prose Architectures, 251.
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This passage makes clearer the growing stakes of Gladman’s writing-
drawing / drawing-writing project. It also offers terms and ideas that 
led me to draw a line of my own between Gladman’s conceptualization 
of prose architectures and a singular moment, earlier in the tradition 
of black feminist thought, when another black feminist poet articulated 
an architectural vision.

In the mid-1960s, a young poet named June Meyer (soon to reclaim 
her birth name Jordan), feeling dismayed by living conditions in Harlem 
attributable to discrimination in concert with neglect, embarked on an 
ambitious (though unrealized) architectural collaboration with R. Buck-
minster Fuller, the prominent architect and interdisciplinary innovator 
most often remembered for his “geodesic domes.”45 As outlined more 
fully in a very instructive article by Cheryl J. Fish, Jordan approached 
Fuller with an idea for redesigning Harlem to alleviate a range of prob-
lems facing its residents, concerning everything from education and 
children’s safety to pollution and immobilizing traffic patterns.46 What 
she called “Skyrise for Harlem” was the urban renewal plan they devel-
oped, in keeping with the desire each had for transformative change 
and with Jordan’s emphatic commitment to avoiding the mass displace-
ment of the area’s black residents, which had typified US approaches to 

Fig. 9. Gladman, Prose Architectures, 212.
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eradicating inner-city “slum” conditions.47 Published by Esquire in 1965, 
Jordan’s description of the project proposed: 

•  Fifteen dramatically tall residential towers likened to “tree towns”
and “hanging gardens” (the latter image an implicit reference to
one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, suggesting the
architectural ambition of the project), whose lowest floors would
be above the existing buildings, so residents could remain in their
homes during construction;

•  Hudson and Harlem River views from all towers and recreational
access to the water for residents via two marinas;

•  Various forms of safe, convenient, outdoor recreation spaces, from
“athletic fields . . . [to] pathways for strolling under trees”;

•  Dedicated areas in the towers for “cultural centers offering practice
studios for musicians, concert halls, theatres, workshops, forums
for symposia, dancing pavilions,” and open spaces graced with
“[c]ontemporary sculpture”; and

•  New roadways and bridges that would diminish dangerous through-
traffic while promoting circulation into and out of “New Harlem.”48

Disappointingly, Esquire undermined the project, even while providing 
it a platform, by changing the proposal’s title from Jordan’s “Skyrise 
for Harlem” to “Instant Slum Clearance” and deeming the redesign 
“utopian.”49 Moreover, although it was Jordan who, following the 1964 
riots, convinced Fuller to work with her on a plan for addressing the 
troubling living conditions in Harlem, Esquire used the article’s stand-
first to demote Jordan from the role of collaborator to Fuller’s scribe.50 

Jordan’s articulation of the proposal nonetheless shows her to be, as 
an aspiring urban planner, all that she would come to be known for as a 
writer: a wielder of powerful prose; a passionate activist for social justice; 
and a visionary thinker, with an encompassing and coherent conception 
of the world as it is and as it should be. Indeed, producing this proposal 
appears to have been how Jordan cut her teeth at developing what Alexis 
Pauline Gumbs calls a “Black Feminist Poetics of Architecture”—an ap-
proach to architecture that, for Gumbs, marries Audre Lorde’s assertion 
that “‘poetry is the skeleton architecture of our lives’” with Katherine 
McKittrick’s argument that “‘Black women’s geographies and poetics . . . 
suggest that more humanly workable geographies are continually being 
lived, expressed, and imagined.’”51 In the proposal, Jordan defines the 
“fullest meaning” of architecture as “the creation of environment, that 
which may actually determine the pace, pattern and quality of living ex-
perience.”52 While Fuller’s philosophies about the relationship between 
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the built environment and human life certainly inform the plan53—they 
were among the things that drew Jordan to him in the first place—it 
is her poetics and her personal experience of residing in Harlem that 
combine in the proposal’s language to suggest a deep affinity between 
writing and architecture, not least in the sense of how people make and 
are made by both kinds of structures. Fish’s term “architextural” gets at 
this aspect of Jordan’s work, in which we find “architecture as text and 
text as thickly descriptive, multidimensional (a pre-computer version 
of hypertext), serving as a scaffold on which to build a vision of hope 
and embodied environments.”54 Charles Davis argues that Fish’s term 
might be employed to suggest the extent to which Jordan’s “literary 
output,” broadly speaking, constitutes “a synthetic hybridization of her 
poetic and architectural talents.”55 His discussion of Jordan’s 1971 novel 
His Own Where uncovers how she promotes a version of “architectural 
utopianism” that blends postwar modernism with a DIY, experimental 
ethos, by narrativizing her protagonist’s redesign of the interior of his 
family’s brownstone. 

Davis’s work reveals how Jordan’s novel can be read as providing “a 
glimpse of hope” in the form of an “architextural” story and thus enables 
us to better appreciate how the text of the 1965 proposal narrativizes ar-
chitecture as people. Her opening sentence describes the neighborhood 
of that period through images that render the people and the buildings 
in which they dwell simultaneously organic and constructed: “Harlem is 
life dying inside a closet, an excrescence beginning where a green park 
ends, a self-perpetuating disintegration of walls, ceilings, doors, lives.”56 
The zeugma that concludes the sentence binds together the deteriorat-
ing conditions of Harlem’s housing stock and those to whom she would 
subsequently refer in a letter of application to Yale University’s School 
of Art and Architecture as “the people of my continuing concern.”57 By 
the same token, when she uses the language of her proposal to “build 
a vision of hope and embodied environments,” the residents and their 
dwellings mutually constitute one another in inspiring ways. Build-
ings “consciously and deliberately” designed to “elevate” people’s lives 
become “tree towns” and “hanging gardens”; similarly, people whose 
“deepest consciousness of self” is “enmeshed” in buildings “decked” with 
cultural centers become “musicians,” actors, intellectuals, dancers, and 
athletes.58 Dishearteningly, however, the drawings provided by Fuller’s 
architectural partner, Shoji Sadao, do little to render this “architextural” 
vision in visual terms (Figs. 10 and 11). Devoid of human presence and 
featuring skyrises more evocative of nuclear silos than “tree towns,” the 
reimagined Harlem seen by Esquire’s readers hardly looks inviting. We 
might well wonder what Jordan would have created if she had used her 
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pen not only to write drawings, but also to draw her writings about this 
community of people who—to borrow a phrase from Gladman—had 
survived and were still “surviving a national crisis together.”59

From this vantage point, we can “see race” as black feminist thought in 
Gladman’s prose architectures. It is most acutely visible in her vision of 
how these structures—written, drawn, and architectural—might “mani-
fest” in the world and become meaningful spaces for people. McKittrick’s 
influential study Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of 
Struggle asserts that “black women’s geographies (such as their knowledg-
es, negotiations, and experiences)” can serve to “make visible social lives 
which are often displaced, rendered ungeographic.”60 Colorblindness 
would have us not-see black subjectivity informing Gladman’s project, 
but if we reject this ideology—refuse the charge to look no deeper into 
her work than its “emanations”—we may perceive her prose architectures 
as sites in which “more humanly workable geographies can be and are 
imagined.”61 In his Afterword for Prose Architectures, Fred Moten asks: “Is 

Fig. 10. Shoji Sadao, rendering of the “Skyrise for Harlem” redesign project, Esquire (April 
1965), 108-09.
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there a refuge in the sentence? Is there an underground railroad in the 
sentence?”62 Like her poetic structures, Gladman’s prose architectures 
represent pathways of spatialized thinking that create bridges between 
people and structures, empowering them to engage with one another 
actively in thinking and feeling. 

I can almost envision some of Gladman’s prose architectures as draw-
ings of Jordan’s writing. Either one of the additional Gladman pieces 
reproduced in Figures 12 and 13 makes an interesting visual case for 
“Skyrise for Harlem.” As she recounts in her introduction, during the 
years of drawing that led up to the drawings that became Prose Archi-
tectures, Gladman “drew countless ‘plans’ for cities” and “schema for 
neighborhoods, connecting them with bridges and waterways,” although 
“without employing perspectival techniques.”63 Her experimental aes-
thetic relieves her drawings of the yoke of figuration, just as it does her 
writings of the burden of articulating her experience of navigating the 

Fig. 11. Sadao, rendering of the “Skyrise for Harlem” redesign project, 110.
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sociality of the city as a black lesbian via a language not designed to 
comprehend or express such things. Gladman’s drawings both evoke 
and bypass verbal and visual representation—and in so doing, they 
embody her vision of “a different mode of being, where thinking takes 
the shape of buildings” that gather and connect people, as concert halls 
and lecture forums planted in the skies of Harlem might do.64 We come 
to understand that the writings that are drawings (in Prose Architectures) 
are as populated—with lovers, friends, students, and collaborators—as 
the drawings that are writings (in Calamities). Sometimes the people are 
black, when Gladman says so and when she might not.65 Though she 
does not always “employ perspectival techniques” when she makes her 
lines (of city-writing, of prose architectures), the lines are nonetheless 
participating in her exploration of her subjectivity, of her perspective 
from the mobile and social experience—the insubstantial grid—of liv-
ing as a black woman. “I made a line,” she writes, in Calamities, about 
her prose architectures. “It couldn’t be read, but I felt the story in my 
body. It was as experimental as everything else.”66

Thomas’s powerful distillation of history in text paintings was inspired 
by his sense that it made no sense for the Memphis sanitation workers 
to still need to proclaim their humanity in 1968—for, surely, by then we 

Fig. 12. Gladman, Prose Architectures, 41.
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understood that “race” does not exist. He is right, of course; yet I am 
not convinced that the final lines of his “poem” form a structure that 
can ultimately harbor all the bodies that might wish to inhabit it. Glad-
man tells us that she eventually came to see her drawings as “language 
with its skin pulled back”—that is, as a way of writing that exposes the 
feelings and thoughts that syntax “chases” without ever catching up, the 
kind of writing “in which you were allowed to pursue the unsayable, even 
though the pursuit perpetually returned you to the beginning, your first 
mark, the moment before anything could be said.”67 This language is a 
language for its times. It is, among other things, a language for black 
subjectivity in an era of colorblindness: one way of communicating those 
elusive feelings and thoughts, those ideas that seem unsayable not only 
because black people have been told that no one wants to hear them, 
but also because they do not “make sense,” according to the logic of 
the society in which we live and work.68 We might call it a black feminist 
language, a “poetry” that “comes out of nothing.” 

Read the nothing!

Rutgers University

Fig. 13. Gladman, Prose Architectures, 206.
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